iTRENT PAYROLL
FULLY COMPLIANT REAL TIME INFORMATION (RTI) & AUTO ENROLMENT
Paying employees represents 40-70% of a company’s operating costs, which is why
accuracy and compliance is of utmost importance. Mistakes and late payments can
lead to unhappy employees, hefty fines and bad feeling. Ultimately, this damages your
organisation. We can help make payroll processes straightforward and hassle free, with
our cloud based solution iTrent.
LET’S MAKE PAYROLL EASY
iTrent Payroll provides the best-practice functionality that makes processing payroll easy, no matter how complex
your requirements might seem.

FEATURES
iTrent Payroll provides superior levels of performance by
automating complex processes and minimising timeconsuming tasks, including retrospection, gross to net
calculations, RTI, pension auto enrolment, absence
processing, e-payslips and P60s.

Powerful user-defined calculation rules, including
‘what ifs’ can be performed as often as necessary


Automated retrospection facility makes reversals
easy to manage



Multiple employment functionality allows for flexible
payroll runs



Bulk updating



Electronic payments to HMRC and other third
parties including Real Time Information



Automatic Enrolment compliant



Batch scheduling of routine jobs



Workforce assessment and auto enrolment for
workplace pensions



Up-to-date legislative support for the UK, Republic of Ireland, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man



Supports online, printed and e-payslips (e-payslip is delivered as a secure PDF document)



Manage flexible benefits and reward - From managing entitlements and benefit selection, to ongoing
administration and payments



Support for paying overseas employees
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BENEFITS


Flexible and intuitive solution makes payroll easy



Efficiency and accuracy meaning your employees
are paid correctly, on time, every time



Compliance guaranteed - our dedicated legislative
team are always one step ahead, taking care of
complex calculation rules and bringing you peace
of mind for HMRC compliance



Reduce administrative tasks with iTrent’s powerful
retrospection facility, eliminating manual
calculations by dealing effortlessly with both
simple and complex scenarios(such as backdated
pension scheme membership and NI category
changes)
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Reduce payroll costs and paper processes easily by taking
the paper out of payroll with automated workflow and
authorisation, Employee and manager self-service, E-filing
and E-Payslips for reduced printing costs, storage and
information processing



Manage risk and protect data with our iTrent software that
has been built to withstand the most stringent security
challenges



Improve payroll efficiencies with the help of Batch
scheduling, Net-to-gross calculation, RTI & Pensions reform
compliance, auto enrolment, Retrospection, reporting and
web-based manager and employee self-service

